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GUIDE TO WHAT’S NEW IN DECEMBER 2017

Align ticks and gridlines across all axes
Show negative value bars in a different color
Display legend order vertically (in columns)
Use different fonts for different axes
Add space at the top or bottom of the pane
Set different date points for tables
Share the URL of selected charts in the Datastream folders

ALIGN TICKS AND GRIDLINES

Use the ‘Align Ticks’ checkbox in the axis editor to ensure ticks and gridlines are aligned across all value axes.
SHOW NEGATIVE VALUE BARS IN A DIFFERENT COLOR

On a static bar chart select a different color for negative values.
DISPLAY LEGEND ORDER VERTICALLY (IN COLUMNS)

Set the order of the legend in the layout tab so that the entries are arranged either horizontally across the rows, or vertically down the columns.
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![Updated GDP by EU member state plus Catalonia chart]
USE DIFFERENT FONTS FOR DIFFERENT AXES

Set the font for all axes at once using the Master Axis Font, or configure axes individually using the ‘Current Axis Font’ for each axis. For example, use a smaller font for the Date Axis.
ADD SPACE AT THE TOP OR BOTTOM OF THE PANE

Use the Add Padding option to create space at the top and/or bottom of the chart pane, for example to add tables or notes without overlapping the series data.
SET DIFFERENT DATE POINTS FOR TABLES

When using the Table chart type, specify the date required for retrieval of the values.

The same table can be repeated with multiple date points. Either use the ‘Add Another Date’ link at the bottom left of the screen to display a second copy of the table, or click the ‘Copy Table’ link in the Table editor.
SHARE THE URL OF SELECTED CHARTS IN THE DATASTREAM FOLDERS

Wherever you see this symbol next to a chart in one of the Datastream folders, this means that you can click and copy the URL of this chart to use in your blogs or websites or to share with colleagues.

Further information

For general support materials for Datastream, please refer to the Customer Zone or the Datastream Infobase.

The Chart Studio is available to all Thomson Reuters Eikon and Thomson ONE customers who have access to Datastream as well as to Advance 4.0, Datastream 5.0 and 5.1 and Datastream Professional customers.